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Today your young person attended the road safety awareness event Learn 2 Live run by the 
Hertfordshire Road Safety Partnership. This is in response to the fact that road collisions are much 
more prevalent for younger drivers. 
 
This programme has been designed to make students aware of the many positive choices they 
can make to help stay safe as a driver, rider and passenger and to encourage them to have 
coping strategies in place. This can include appointing a designated driver on a night out, not 
carrying too many passengers and not driving too fast for the road conditions and for their own 
level of experience. Prominent neuroscientist Sarah-Jane Blakemore says, ‘dangerous driving in 
young people is most likely to happen when they have got friends with them’.  
 
Please do not under-estimate the pressures that they may face and support them to make safer 
choices for themselves and others. Research shows that the frontal lobe, the rational part of a 
brain is not fully developed in many cases until the age of 25. Discussing the consequences of 
their actions helps teenagers to link impulsive thinking with facts. This helps the brain to make 
these connections wiring the brain to make this link more often and more quickly.  
 
Learn 2 Live is designed to encourage young people to drive, ride and travel safely and we ask 
them to consider the many health benefits of active travel.  
 
Please have a chat about the event and decide some coping strategies together such as limiting 
the number of passengers, having a black box fitted. 
 
The young drivers’ link provides more information and an overview of Learn 2 Live, and introduces 
a virtual reality film / 360o film www.hazardaware360.co.uk/ on driving hazards. Also please 
encourage your family to download the free app what3words – ideal for emergency to locate you 
as quickly as possible.  
 
The driving test was redesigned last year and it now includes a longer period of independent 
driving whilst following a Sat Nav and more driving on high speed roads to reflect modern driving. 
 
The main road dangers are travelling too fast for the driver’s experience and conditions, being 
distracted by using mobile phones, other gadgets and passengers, carrying out risky 
manoeuvres such as dangerous overtaking, drink and drug driving, and not wearing a 
seatbelt.  
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https://www.hertfordshire.gov.uk/about-the-council/how-the-council-works/partnerships/hertfordshire-road-safety-partnership/learn-2-live.aspx
https://www.hazardaware360.co.uk/
https://what3words.com/news/emergency/uk-emergency-services-rollout-what3words-in-control-rooms-to-save-resources-time-and-lives/
https://twitter.com/roadsafetyherts

